ABSTRACT.
On The purpose of this paper is to generalize the above to an arbitrary general solution of an exterior differential system. We will prove the following (see the Main Theorem):
ity v is locally the deformation vector field of a one-parameter family of integral manifolds of I on N. As an application, we will prove that under the assumption of real analyticity every Jacobi field defined on a minimal submanifold can be obtained (locally) as the deformation vector field of a one-parameter family of minimal submanifolds. This solves the problem as posed in [12] in the real analytic case.
In §1, we will give a brief summary of Cartan-Kä'hler theory of exterior differential systems. Regular integral elements and involutiveness will be defined in terms of the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a regular integral chain as proved in [7, p. 40] . This approach may not be the most natural, but it immediately reduces the problem of finding general solutions essentially to that of checking the compatibility and ranks of systems of linear equations. In § §2 -5, the Main Theorem will be formulated and proved. We will begin by establishing that it is sufficient to consider a class of Pfaffian systems called normal systems. Associated with a normal system, two other differential systems are defined. By means of the fundamental theorem of Cartan-Ká'hler theory, they will be used to construct the required one-parameter family of integral manifolds and also to prove that its deformation vector field coincides with the given vector field. In §6, after some computations we will apply the Main Theorem to Jacobi fields defined on minimal submanifolds of a Riemannian manifold.
This paper is a continuation of research done at University of California, in a doctoral thesis under the direction of Professor S. S. Chern. I wish to thank him for his advice and encouragement.
Throughout this paper all functions, manifolds, submanifolds and associated differential geometric structures will be assumed to be real analytic. When no confusion is likely, we will simply regard an immersed submanifold of a manifold M defined by f: N -* M as a subset f(N) of M and its tangent space T (N) at x £ N as a subspace of the tangent space T,, AM) of M. To avoid repetition, we will fix the ranges of the following indices, 1 < i, j, k < n; n + 1 < a, ß, y < 72 + p; n + p+l<s<n+p+q; n + I < p, o < n + p + q; 1 < A, B, C, D < n + p.
Ranges of other indices will vary and will be defined accordingly.
1. Exterior differential systems.
An exterior differential system (or simply differential system) 7 on a manifold M is an ideal (finitely generated) in the ring of analytic differential forms on M which is also closed under exterior differentiation, i.e. dl C 7. We shall denote by 7 the set of [August Proof. We will prove that for any form 6 defined on /M, we have
It is obvious that (2.3) is true if 6 is a zero-form. By taking exterior derivative on both sides of (2.3), we can see that if it is true for 6 it is also true for dd. (2.4) dg*i\ J (?) + g* (v J dd) = 0 for all del.
Remark 2.1. In the computation of the equations of variation it will be sufficient to consider the forms in any set of generators of / as an ideal.
The main result of this paper can be stated as follows. Similarly we can also verify that, if w is a j(7)-field on an integral manifold B of 7(1) on which dx, A . . . A dx / 0, then 77 (w) is an 7-field on the integral manifold 7r(B) of 7. It is also well known that (3.4) defines a submanifold ë"(7) of W. In fact, we can select q = S"=1 (r. + j -n) of the b's such that they form together with {x., zj a system of coordinates of &"(!) [7, p. 42] .
The restriction of j(7) to ë" (7) is also involutive with independent variables {dx. , ■ ■ ■ , dx I. Note also that a ? (7) (i) /" = 0.
(ii) There exists a system of coordinates \x., z , z \ of (0, called normal j % tv s coordinates of /, and functions Ba-on il) so that / is generated as an ideal by the following differential forms Denote by / , the differential system on W x Rp x (-1, l) generated by the following differential forms, Q. E. D. One can easily verify that Ap¡(m) is a normal system of type (v, p, q) on UJ^.
In fact, \x,, ... , x . z ,,..., z ", z . ,,..., z . S is a system of
normal coordinates of Jw(?72) such that Áv¡(m) is involutive with independent variables \dx., • ■ • , dxy\ at every point of (l) ; za and z ate still the primary and secondary independent variables respectively; the restriction of (3.12) to iß (722) also generates J\ l(m) as an ideal. This is the only set of normal coordinates of Â ¡im) we will use. Let Av¡'im) and. Â l im) be the restrictions of /' and T to iß^U) x np+q and ¡J^U) xRfx(-1, l) respectively. They are actually also the differential systems associated with jijim) (with respect to the normal coordinates of 9\ 2(722) fixed above) as defined in the previous section.
Therefore, by Proposition 4.1, 3v^/ (272) is also involutive at every point of ißv x R* x (-1, l). For uniformity, we will also denote by WQim) the submanifold of (0 defined by (5.2) *1 -*iW.x« = *>»)•
We will call any point of Wn (222) We will prove the proposition in the following order:
(a) Pj and P. are both true, (b) P1 and P2 , imply P2, (c) P1 and P2 imply P1 ,. is a compatible linear system of rank p + q -r°+1. It is important to observe that if we differentiate each equation of (5.48)' with respect to 7 at 7 = 0 and making use of the facts that de. /dt = a and B = B , we will° dp: ap. au;a;p ap.;p;cr' have precisely (4.18., . Let S = {Lj, .. . , L I be a set of linearly independent generators of (4.17 , ) .
We claim that S U diS) is a set of generators for the linear system (4.17 . , )° U 77+1(e;*, 3l+1/'(t22°)) = 27;+1(t72,(e;*), SR.+1/0*°)) (5'52) = 2r.jB., %j + xl(m°)) = rj+x(E¡ , K;>1/'(m°)). We will find, for 1 < p < ?2 -1, that the equations 7 (e, h , ■ ■ ■ , h ) = 0, after taking into account that / Ae, h , ■ ■ ■ , h A -0 is generated by (6.5) <V=°. ¿W-V-=0 ^A<v<p-\).
It is also not difficult to see that there is only one way to extend any system of solutions of the equations 7 ,(e, h,,■■■, h ,) = 0 to a system of Let /: Fa -> F(M) define a (A + 72)-dim integral manifold of 7 on which (6.12) holds. We will now compute the equations of variation of 7 on f(F ). Let 7: f(Fa) -► T(F(M)) be an /-field defined on f(Fa). For simplicity, we will assume that 0 = r. = (r, co .) . In fact, only the components t a= (r, coa), T a = Set dA = f*ia>A), dAB = f*icoAB). Considering ra and t¿a as functions defined on ,Fa, (6.15) can be written as (6.18) dTa + T<rß®ß*-Y< Tiad1 -°-/S
One will find (6.16) is merely the exterior derivative of (6.18), that is, (6.19) Ç idTß A dßa + zyö^) -X (*ia A di + r.a¿0.) = 0. If we put r = 77^(7), then we can write (6.25) T*(x) = £ ra(e(x))ea(x) d=f £ r*(*)e>). that (t, co ) = 0, then r*= 77^ (7) is a Jacobi field on n(Fa). Conversely, for any Jacobi field 7* 072 rr(Fa), there exists an l-field r on Fa such that n\\r) = 7*.
Proof.
We have already proved the first half of the proposition. 
